LEONARDO CERVERA NAVAS
DIRECTOR

Ms
by email only:

Brussels, 14 June 2021

LCN/TT/ktl/D(2021)1340 C 2020-1124
Please use edps@edps.europa.eu for all
correspondence

Subject:

Your Confirmatory Request for access to documents under Regulation
(EC) 1049/2001

Dear Ms
On 2 December 2020, you sent an access to documents request to the European Data
Protection Supervisor (“EDPS”) on the basis of Regulation (EC) 1049/2001, which was
registered on the same day.
Your request concerned the following:
“a) the mapping exercise that the EDPS has carried out following the Schrems II
judgment, including any related report detailing the outcome (the EDPS published a
strategy document requiring EU institutions to carry out such exercise . I expect that
the EDPS must have done one for itself).
b) If the EDPS uses any of the following tools: Microsoft Office365, Microsoft Teams,
Zoom, Cisco Webex, Skype, I request any privacy assessment or similar document
(including DPIA) done by the EDPS in view of adopting the use of such tools. Kindly
note that I do not want generic guidelines. Instead I seek specifically any privacy
assessment that relates to the internal use by the EDPS of any of the tools I listed.
For both categories of documents you can redact any personal data and any
information that would imperil the security of your IT systems.”.

edps.europa.eu

By letter of 14 January 2020, we informed you that the EDPS could not provide you with
access to the documents related to your request of access to documents linked to EDPS
mapping exercise and DPIA as they fall within the exceptions of art. 4(3) of Regulation
1049/2001.
On 22 January 2021, you submitted a confirmatory application, reiterating your request for
access to the documents listed above, by arguing that (i) “the report that yourself confirmed
exists must be considered as final; hence it cannot fall under the exception of art. 4(3)”, (ii) EDPS
did not provide the status or information if any other document exists at all, (iii) “the
exceptions of art. 4(3) of Regulation 1049/2001 cannot apply” as EDPS “did not provide any
argument or explanation at all on why disclosure would seriously undermine the decision making
process” and (iv) existence of “overriding public interest for disclosure”.
By letter of 08 February 2021, we informed you that the EDPS confirmed its position and
could not provide you with access to the requested documents, as they are part of ongoing
procedure, where the decision is not yet taken by EDPS and thus fall within the exceptions
of art. 4(3) of Regulation 1049/2001.
On 12 February 2021, the European Ombudsman (“EO”) informed us that following your
complaint before this institution, it had opened an inquiry regarding the EDPS’s decision to
refuse access under Regulation 1049/2001. Following several meetings and exchanges of
communications, by letter from 26 April 2021 the EO informed us that considered “it
reasonable for the EDPS to conclude that disclosure of the report on the EDPS mapping exercise
is likely to undermine the purpose of the ongoing investigation, as protected by Article 4(2), third
indent, of Regulation 1049/2001. I note - and welcome - that the EDPS committed during the
meeting with my inquiry team to reconsider partial or, if possible, full disclosure of the document
at a later stage.”
With the same letter, the EO proposed “that the EDPS now reviews its position on the second
part of the complainant’s public access request, taking into account my above observations,
with a view to granting the widest possible public access to the identified documents.”
Having in mind the EDPS’s commitment to transparency and following the proposal from
the EO, the EDPS has decided to review its Confirmatory Response by re-examining
specifically the requested documents in order to assess whether at least partial disclosure is
possible. You will find hereafter the EDPS’s renewed analysis and response to your
confirmatory request dated 22 January 2021.
Pursuant to our renewed analysis of the documents you requested in your initial request of
2 December 2020, the EDPS has concluded the following:
1) The exception of Article 4(2), third indent, of Regulation 1049/2001 (disclosure would
undermine the protection of the purpose of inspections, investigations and audits) still
applies to the documents falling within the scope of the first part of your request. In
particular, disclosure at this point in time of the mapping exercise relating to the
implementation of the Schrems II judgment may endanger the completion of the exercise by
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hindering cooperation on the part of the supervised European Institutions and bodies subject
to it. We note that the CJEU has clarified that the concept of "investigation" is likely to also
cover the activity aimed at ascertaining facts in order to assess a given situation1. In that
context, the EDPS, using its investigatory powers may gather and analyse information
relating to the implementation of data protection requirements by the supervised institutions
and bodies.
However, we have identified two documents to which we decided to grant you full access:
1. Letter from EDPS to the heads of all Union institutions, bodies and agencies dated 2
October 2020
2. Letter from EPDS to DG ITEC dated 23 October 2020
Moreover, we would like to inform you that we plan updating the public about the
developments of our investigation via our Press Office. Please follow EDPS website for
relevant press releases and information.
2) With regards to the second part of your request - “privacy assessment or similar document
(including DPIA) done by the EDPS of the following tools: Microsoft Office365, Microsoft
Teams, Zoom, Cisco Webex, Skype” we have identified to following documents falling within
the scope of your request:
DOC ID
COO.6515.100.2.431394
COO.6515.100.2.396786
COO.6515.100.2.404299
COO.6515.100.4.396865
COO.6515.100.2.405488

DATE
11/07/2019
23/04/2020
07/09/2020
27/04/2020
16/09/2020

TYPE
WORD
EXCEL
EXCEL
WORD
WORD

6 COO.6515.100.4.404299

07/09/2020

WORD

1
2
3
4
5

NAME
ZOOM Assessment
VC tools v.1.2
VC tools v.1.3
Note to the file
EDPS INSPECTION
TOOLS v.2
EDPS INSPECTION
TOOLS

ACCESS
FULL
FULL
FULL
FULL
NONE
NONE

The EDPS would like to inform you that it has granted you access to four of the documents
identified (1-4), with the exception of personal data of the staff members involved in the
correspondence, in accordance with Article 4(1)(b) of Regulation 1049/2001.
The documents under part 2 of your request not disclosed by the EDPS (5 and 6) fall within
the exceptions of Article 4(2), third indent, of Regulation 1049/2001 as they contain details of
the working tools and methods utilized during our inspections. In this regard, the disclosure
of the said documents containing information about the EDPS-s internal methodologies
could compromise the effective use of the EDPS’s means of investigation in the future.
Finally, please note that pursuant to Article 8(1) of the Regulation (EC) 1049/2001, you are
entitled to initiate proceedings before the Court of Justice of the European Union against
1

Judgment of the General Court of 4 October 2018 in case T-128/14, Daimler v Commission.
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this Confirmatory Response of the EDPS, under the conditions laid down in, respectively,
Article 228 and 263 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union.
Yours sincerely,

Cc:

Ms Emily O'REILLY, European Ombudsman
Ms Rosita HICKEY, Director of Inquiries, EO

Annexes: 6 files

Data Protection Notice
According to Articles 15 and 16 of Regulation (EU) 2018/1725 (the Regulation) on the protection
of natural persons with regard to the processing of personal data by the Union institutions,
bodies, offices and agencies and on the free movement of such data, we are processing your
personal data, where proportionate and necessary, for the purpose of answering your request.
The legal base for this processing operation is Regulation (EC) 1049/2001 and Article 52(4) of the
Regulation (EU) 2018/1725. Subject to applicable rules under EU legislation, the personal data
relating to you, as provided in your request as well as personal data that might be collected while
processing your request, are used solely for the purpose of replying to your request. EDPS staff
members dealing with the request will have access to the case file containing your personal data
on a need-to-know basis. All access to case files is logged. Your personal data are not disclosed
outside the EDPS. Your personal data will be stored electronically for a maximum of ten years
after the closure of the case, or as long as the EDPS is under a legal obligation to do so. You have
the right to access your personal data held by the EDPS and to relevant information concerning
how we use it. You have the right to rectify your personal data. Under certain conditions, you
have the right to ask that we delete your personal data or restrict its use. We will consider your
request, take a decision and communicate it to you. For more information, please see Articles 14
to 21, 23 and 24 of the Regulation. Please note that in some cases restrictions under Article 25 of
the Regulation may apply. Any request to exercise your rights should be addressed to the EDPS
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at edps@edps.europa.eu. You may contact the data protection officer of the EDPS (EDPSDPO@edps.europa.eu), if you have any remarks or complaints regarding the way we process
your personal data. You have the right to lodge a complaint with the EDPS, as supervisory
authority. Any such request should be addressed to the EDPS at edps@edps.europa.eu. You can
reach the EDPS in the following ways: E-mail: edps@edps.europa.eu; EDPS postal address:
European Data Protection Supervisor, Rue Wiertz 60, B-1047 Brussels, Belgium. For more
information, please refer to the extended version of the data protection notice available on the
EDPS
website:
https://edps.europa.eu/data-protection/our-work/publications/otherdocuments/requests-access-documents_en.
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Name of service

Zoom

Web site

Zoom

Wikipedia

wiki_zoom

Provider

Zoom Video Communication Inc.

Provider location

Hosting

Open source

Price

San Jose, CA, U.S.

self-hosting
possible in
no
Business plan

4 plans

3 plans

GoToMeeting

GoToMeeting

wiki_GoToMeeting

LogMeIn

Boston, MA, U.S.

both in cloud
and onpremise
no
hosting
available

GoToWebinar

GoToWebinar

N/A

LogMeIn

Boston, MA, U.S.

only webbased

no

3 plans

CyberLink U Meeting

CyberLink U Meeting

wiki_Cyberlink

CyberLink Corp.

New Taipei City, Taiwan

no selfhosting

no

4 plans

3 plans

free

BlueJeans

BlueJeans

wiki_BlueJEans

BlueJeans Network

San Jose, CA, U.S.

Premise-toCloud
Integration in yes GitHub
Enterprise
plan

Google Hangouts Meet

Google Hangouts Meet

wiki_GHangouts

Google LLC

Mountain View, CA, U.S.

no selfhosting

no

User limit

100

no selfhosting

Cisco WebEx

Cisco WebEx

wiki_WebEx

Cisco Webex, BT cloud

Cisco Jabber

Cisco Jabber

N/A

Cisco

Cisco Webmeeting

Cisco Webmeeting

N/A

Cisco

Skype for Business

Skype for Business

wiki_SkypeforB

Microsoft

Redmonds, WA, U.S.

no selfhosting

no

free

250

Microsoft Teams

MS Teams

wiki_MSTeams

Microsoft

Redmonds, WA, U.S.

no selfhosting,
cloud only

no

free w/office365 subscription

300

Jitsi

Jitsi

wiki_Jitsi

8x8 Inc.

N/A

self-hosting
possible

yes GitHub

free

75

Bigbluebutton

Bigbluebutton

wiki_Bigbluebutton

Bigbluebutton Inc.

Ottawa, Canada

self-hosting
possible

yes Github

free

100

Apache OpenMeetings

Apache OpenMeetings

Wiki_AOM

ASF (Apache Software Foundation)

U.S.

self-hosting
possible

has OS
components

free

N/A

Apple FaceTime

Facetime

wiki_FT

Apple Inc.

Cupertino, CA, U.S.

no selfhosting

no

free

32

Forum Vision

hopin.to

Forum Europe

UK

no

size-dependent

Pexip

pexip.com

Pexip Europe

Norway

U.S.

self-hosting
possible
self-hosting
possible

no selfhosting
self-hosting
possible

no

4 plans

300

no

2

no

10 in personal room, 25
in booked room

no

Tixeo

tixeo.com

Tixeo

France

Wire Enterprise

wire.com

Wire

Switzerland

Whereby

whereby.com

Whereby

Norway

self-hosting
possible
self-hosting
possible
no selfhosting

no
no
no

4
3 plans

Web client

Desktop client

Mobile client

Telephone calls

Screen
sharing

Moderation1

Hand raising

Recording

Room splitting Link

Complete

Transfers outside of EU

(yes)

yes

yes

yes, add-on

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes, 50 max

Zoom_PP

yes

yes, mainly U.S.

GoToMeeting_PP

Common LogMeIn PP,
referring to the use of
websites not of the
product.

yes, U.S. and global

yes, U.S. and global

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

no

yes

no

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

no

GoToWebinar_PP

Common LogMeIn PP,
referring to the use of
websites not of the
product.

yes (Chrome)

yes

yes

no

yes

yes

no

yes

no

U Meeting_PP

no, DPO contact missing

yes, global

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

BlueJeans_PP

no, Art. 6 GDPR legal
bases missing !

yes, mainly U.S.

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes, 'nod' extension

yes

(yes)

Google_PP

yes

yes

yes, 12 data centres worldwide;
costumer-generated data stored on
the closest server, for us this is
yes, except naming a DPO
Amsterdam, NL. WeBex Analytics
data is stored in CA/TEX, U.S, billing
data in TEX/NC U.S.

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

no

Cisco_PP

no

yes

yes

no

yes

no

no

yes

no

Cisco_PP

yes

yes(via Jabber)

yes (via Jabber)

yes

yes

yes

no

Cisco_PP

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

no

no

yes

no

Skype for B_PP

yes, except naming a DPO yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

only channel
moderation

yes

yes

no

MS Teams_PP

yes, except naming a DPO

yes, with additional information on
the location of data at rest

yes (Chrome)

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

no

yes

no

Jitsi_PP

yes, together with 8x8
Company Privacy Notice

yes

BigBlueButton_PP

yes (listing only consent
as legal basis, strange
given the purposes
include legal process,
no indication in PP
"emergency to protect
the personal safety of any
person")

FT_PP

yes, personal information of EU/EEA
yes (except no DPO, only users is controlled by Apple
a contact sheet for
Distribution International Limited in
regions/countries)
Ireland, and processed on its behalf
by Apple Inc

yes (Chrome, Ff)

no

yes (Chrome, Ff)

yes

yes

yes (VoiP needed) yes

yes

yes

no

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes
yes

no

yes

no

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

no

yes

yes

yes, U.S. and global
yes, U.S. and global

no

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

no
yes, Switzerland

Purposes4

PD shared with non-processors

data centers performance monitoring;
aggregated data analytics; respond to support
requests; product development; personalised
marketing

legal advisors for legal reasons; third
party service providers such as public
cloud storage vendors, carriers,
payment processor

research and analysis; data analysis, incl.
automated systems and ML for service
improvement; personalised marketing
communication;

third party service providers; business
partners; affiliated companies within
the corporate structure; as needed for
legal purposes

research and analysis; data analysis, incl.
automated systems and ML for service
improvement; personalised marketing
communication;

third party service providers; business
partners; affiliated companies within
the corporate structure; as needed for
legal purposes

advertising and direct marketing; provide
support and assistance, costumer feedback,
further marketing research and data analysis;
to meet conract obligations (no details which)

business partners; service vendors;
authorized third-party agents or
contractors in order to provide Service

Data Processing
Addendum

Compliant
banner

3rd party
trackers

Link

Complete

not available

Zoom_CP

specific
cookies are
not listed

no

LogMeIn DPA

integrated in
privacy policy,
section 3

specific
cookies are
not listed

no, session data protected by
128-bit AES encryption

LogMeIn DPA

integrated in
privacy policy,
section 3

specific
cookies are
not listed

no, session data protected by
128-bit AES encryption

not available

integrated in
privacy policy,
section 3

specific
cookies are
not listed

only in Enterprise plan

business partners, costumers, suppliers,
no explicit list available; advertisment and
service providers, vendors; auditors,
marketing; product development; to answer to
not available
legal advisors, other professional
customer requests
advisors; credit reference agencies

BlueJeans CP

specific
cookies are
not listed

supports standards-based
encryption (AES-128)

no data sharing with external
companies except: with consent; with
domain administrators and reseller who not available
manage accounts; for external
processing to affiliates; for legal reasons

not available

service development; provide personalized
services, content and ads; measure
performance; improve safety and reliability of
service

End-to-end encryption

yes

User premissions

direct marketing; system diagnostics and
product developpment; research and analysis
of aggregated data

Cisco business partners and vendors,
competent DPA or other authority, law
not available
enforcement officials and government
authorities

direct marketing; system diagnostics and
product developpment; research and analysis
of aggregated data

business partners, third parties for legal
Microsoft_DPA
purposes if needed

diagnostics, service development, direct
marketing

business partners, third parties for legal
Microsoft_DPA
purposes if needed

product development

affiliates, a limited number of thirdparty business partners, service
providers, vendors, suppliers and other
not available
contractors for the purpose of assisting
in providing, managing, deploying,
enhancing, or improving services.

not available

service development; personalized service
affiliates; third party service providers;
provision; direct marketing; phone numbers for
not available
disclosure for legal requests or process;
secondary fraud protection detection

not available

not
available

yes (depends on
configuration)

affiliated service providers; for legal
internal purposes, e.g. auditing; direct
purposes to public and governmental
marketing; product development; research and
authorities within or outside the
analysis with anonymised/aggregated data
country of residence

Apple Use of
Cookies

specific
cookies are
not listed

yes (incl. videostreams)

not available

not available

yes

specific
Microsoft Cookies cookies are
not listed
specific
Microsoft cookies cookies are
not listed

yes

yes

yes

yes (incl. videostreams)
yes (incl. videostreams)

Desktop update frequency2

Mobile update frequency2

Potential Information
Security Risks5

Recent security incidents3

4 times over the last 3 months,

4 times during the last 3
months,

to be considered. High
probability due to recent
security vulnerabilities

Zoombombing

approx 4 updates/month

approx 4 updates/month

to be considered.

not available

not available

to be considered

not available

not available

to be considered

once in every few months, latest
March 2020

to be considered

no separate Hangouts meet
product update list available

to be considered

last updated Jan 31 2020

SLA with EP applies

SLA with EP applies
SLA with EP applies

4 times over the last year
2-3 times/month

once in every few months

To be considered.
European Commission
assessment applies
To be considered.
European Commission
assessment applies

no history of updates available,
latest update April 2020

To be considered

3 times over the last month,
now BBB 2.2.5.

To be considered

To be considered

3 system updates over the last
year

2 system updates over the
To be considered
last year

Name of service

Zoom

Web site

Zoom

Wikipedia

wiki_zoom

Provider

Zoom Video Communication Inc.

Provider location

Hosting

Open source

Price

San Jose, CA, U.S.

self-hosting
possible in
no
Business plan

4 plans

3 plans

GoToMeeting

GoToMeeting

wiki_GoToMeeting

LogMeIn

Boston, MA, U.S.

both in cloud
and onpremise
no
hosting
available

GoToWebinar

GoToWebinar

N/A

LogMeIn

Boston, MA, U.S.

only webbased

no

3 plans

CyberLink U Meeting

CyberLink U Meeting

wiki_Cyberlink

CyberLink Corp.

New Taipei City, Taiwan

no selfhosting

no

4 plans

3 plans

free

BlueJeans

BlueJeans

wiki_BlueJEans

BlueJeans Network

San Jose, CA, U.S.

Premise-toCloud
Integration in yes GitHub
Enterprise
plan

Google Hangouts Meet

Google Hangouts Meet

wiki_GHangouts

Google LLC

Mountain View, CA, U.S.

no selfhosting

no

User limit

100

Cisco WebEx

Cisco WebEx

wiki_WebEx

Cisco Webex, BT cloud (for the EP The Netherlands, but the
setup), Cisco
parent company is US based

no selfhosting

no

Cisco Jabber

Cisco Jabber

N/A

Cisco

U.S.

self-hosting
possible

no

2

Cisco Webmeeting

Cisco Webmeeting

N/A

Cisco

The Netherlands, but the
parent company is US based

self-hosting
possible

no

10 in personal room, 25
in booked room

Skype for Business

Skype for Business

wiki_SkypeforB

Microsoft

Redmonds, WA, U.S.

no selfhosting

no

free

250

no

free w/office365 subscription

300

4 plans

300

Microsoft Teams

MS Teams

wiki_MSTeams

Microsoft

Redmonds, WA, U.S.

no selfhosting,
cloud only

Jitsi

Jitsi

wiki_Jitsi

8x8 Inc.

Campbell, CA , U.S.

self-hosting
possible

yes GitHub

free

75

Bigbluebutton

Bigbluebutton

wiki_Bigbluebutton

Bigbluebutton Inc.

Ottawa, Canada

Only selfhosting
possible

yes Github

free

100

Apache OpenMeetings

Apache OpenMeetings

Wiki_AOM

ASF (Apache Software Foundation)

U.S.

self-hosting
possible

has OS
components

free

N/A

Apple FaceTime

Facetime

wiki_FT

Apple Inc.

Cupertino, CA, U.S.

no selfhosting

no

free
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Forum Vision

hopin.to

Forum Europe

UK

Pexip

pexip.com

Pexip Europe

Norway

Tixeo

tixeo.com

Tixeo

France

Wire Enterprise

wire.com

Wire

Switzerland

Whereby

whereby.com

Whereby

Norway

no selfhosting

Only selfhosting
possible
self-hosting
possible
self-hosting
possible
no selfhosting

no

size-dependent

no
no
no

no

4

3 plans

50

Web client

Desktop client

Mobile client

Telephone calls

Screen
sharing

Moderation1

Hand raising

Recording

Room splitting Link

Complete

Transfers outside of EU

(yes)

yes

yes

yes, add-on

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes, 50 max

Zoom_PP

yes

yes, mainly U.S.

GoToMeeting_PP

Common LogMeIn PP,
referring to the use of
websites not of the
product.

yes, U.S. and global

yes, U.S. and global

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

no

yes

no

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

no

GoToWebinar_PP

Common LogMeIn PP,
referring to the use of
websites not of the
product.

yes (Chrome)

yes

yes

no

yes

yes

no

yes

no

U Meeting_PP

no, DPO contact missing

yes, global

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

BlueJeans_PP

no, Art. 6 GDPR legal
bases missing !

yes, mainly U.S.

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes, 'nod' extension

yes

(yes)

Google_PP

yes

yes

yes, 12 data centres worldwide;
costumer-generated data stored on
the closest server, for us this is
yes, except naming a DPO
Amsterdam, NL. WeBex Analytics
data is stored in CA/TEX, U.S, billing
data in TEX/NC U.S.

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

no

Cisco_PP

no

yes

yes

no

yes

no

no

yes

no

Cisco_PP

yes

yes(via Jabber)

yes (via Jabber)

yes

yes

yes

no

Cisco_PP

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

no

no

yes

no

Skype for B_PP

yes, except naming a DPO yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

only channel
moderation

yes

yes

no

MS Teams_PP

yes, except naming a DPO

yes, with additional information on
the location of data at rest

yes (Chrome)

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

no

yes

no

Jitsi_PP

yes, together with 8x8
Company Privacy Notice

yes

BigBlueButton_PP

yes (listing only consent
as legal basis, strange
given the purposes
include legal process,
no indication in PP
"emergency to protect
the personal safety of any
person")

FT_PP

yes, personal information of EU/EEA
yes (except no DPO, only users is controlled by Apple
a contact sheet for
Distribution International Limited in
regions/countries)
Ireland, and processed on its behalf
by Apple Inc

yes (Chrome, Ff)

no

yes

yes

yes (VoiP needed) yes

yes

yes

no

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

no

yes

no

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

no

yes (Chrome, Ff)

yes

no

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes, U.S. and global ("By registering
for and using Pexip services, you are
accepting to the transfer of data to
any country in which Pexip and its
affiliates maintain facilities")
https://support.pexip.com/hc/enus/articles/208885088-List-of-PexipService-PoPs

yes

yes, U.S. and global

yes

no
yes, Switzerland

Purposes4

PD shared with non-processors

data centers performance monitoring;
aggregated data analytics; respond to support
requests; product development; personalised
marketing

legal advisors for legal reasons; third
party service providers such as public
cloud storage vendors, carriers,
payment processor

research and analysis; data analysis, incl.
automated systems and ML for service
improvement; personalised marketing
communication;

third party service providers; business
partners; affiliated companies within
the corporate structure; as needed for
legal purposes

research and analysis; data analysis, incl.
automated systems and ML for service
improvement; personalised marketing
communication;

third party service providers; business
partners; affiliated companies within
the corporate structure; as needed for
legal purposes

advertising and direct marketing; provide
support and assistance, costumer feedback,
further marketing research and data analysis;
to meet conract obligations (no details which)

business partners; service vendors;
authorized third-party agents or
contractors in order to provide Service

Data Processing
Addendum

Compliant
banner

3rd party
trackers

Link

Complete

not available

Zoom_CP

specific
cookies are
not listed

no

LogMeIn DPA

integrated in
privacy policy,
section 3

specific
cookies are
not listed

no, session data protected by
128-bit AES encryption

LogMeIn DPA

integrated in
privacy policy,
section 3

specific
cookies are
not listed

no, session data protected by
128-bit AES encryption

not available

integrated in
privacy policy,
section 3

specific
cookies are
not listed

only in Enterprise plan

business partners, costumers, suppliers,
no explicit list available; advertisment and
service providers, vendors; auditors,
marketing; product development; to answer to
not available
legal advisors, other professional
customer requests
advisors; credit reference agencies

BlueJeans CP

specific
cookies are
not listed

supports standards-based
encryption (AES-128)

no data sharing with external
companies except: with consent; with
domain administrators and reseller who not available
manage accounts; for external
processing to affiliates; for legal reasons

not available

service development; provide personalized
services, content and ads; measure
performance; improve safety and reliability of
service

End-to-end encryption

yes

User premissions

direct marketing; system diagnostics and
product developpment; research and analysis
of aggregated data

Cisco business partners and vendors,
competent DPA or other authority, law
not available
enforcement officials and government
authorities

yes (see
https://www.cisco.com/c/da
m/en/us/products/collateral/
conferencing/webex-meetingcenter/white-paper-c11737588.pdf)

not available

direct marketing; system diagnostics and
product developpment; research and analysis
of aggregated data

business partners, third parties for legal
Microsoft_DPA
purposes if needed

diagnostics, service development, direct
marketing

business partners, third parties for legal
Microsoft_DPA
purposes if needed

product development

affiliates, a limited number of thirdparty business partners, service
providers, vendors, suppliers and other
not available
contractors for the purpose of assisting
in providing, managing, deploying,
enhancing, or improving services.

not available

service development; personalized service
affiliates; third party service providers;
provision; direct marketing; phone numbers for
not available
disclosure for legal requests or process;
secondary fraud protection detection

not available

not
available

yes (depends on
configuration)

affiliated service providers; for legal
internal purposes, e.g. auditing; direct
purposes to public and governmental
marketing; product development; research and
authorities within or outside the
analysis with anonymised/aggregated data
country of residence

Apple Use of
Cookies

specific
cookies are
not listed

yes (incl. videostreams)

not available

specific
Microsoft Cookies cookies are
not listed
specific
Microsoft cookies cookies are
not listed

yes (see
https://www.cisco.com/c/da
m/en/us/products/collateral/
conferencing/webex-meetingcenter/white-paper-c11737588.pdf)
yes

yes

yes

Probably no. See section 8.1
of the privacy policy "Please
be aware that internet
transmissions are never
completely private or secure
and that any message or
information you send on or
using Hopin may be read or
intercepted by others, even if
there is a special notice that a
particular transmission is
encrypted."

yes (incl. videostreams)
yes (incl. videostreams)
Yes for small meeting rooms
of 4 people. No for large
rooms (5 to 12 people). See
their privacy policy security
section

Desktop update frequency2

Mobile update frequency2

Potential Information
Security Risks5

Recent security incidents3

4 times over the last 3 months,

4 times during the last 3
months,

to be considered. High
probability due to recent
security vulnerabilities

Zoombombing

approx 4 updates/month

approx 4 updates/month

to be considered.

not available

not available

to be considered

not available

not available

to be considered

once in every few months, latest
March 2020

to be considered

no separate Hangouts meet
product update list available

to be considered

last updated Jan 31 2020

SLA with EP applies

SLA with EP applies

SLA with EP applies

4 times over the last year
2-3 times/month

once in every few months

To be considered.
European Commission
assessment applies
To be considered.
European Commission
assessment applies

no history of updates available,
latest update April 2020

To be considered

3 times over the last month,
now BBB 2.2.5.

To be considered

To be considered

3 system updates over the last
year

2 system updates over the
To be considered
last year

Preliminary privacy assessment of Zoom as online
conferencing tool
IT Policy Unit has been requested on 15 February a privacy assessment on two tools for
podcasting with remotely connected speakers: Jitsi and Zoom.
IT Policy Unit sent a feasibility study on 21 February outlining the strong points and
weaknesses of the tools proposed.
On 25 February IT Policy Unit was informed that the EDPS has contracted a “Pro” subscription
plan of the service offered by Zoom. IT Policy Unit staff conducted some tests with the EDPS
account.

Results of the tests
When joining a meeting using a URL provided by the organizer, the browser shows the
participant a modal notice (cookie wall) with the available options.

Even before the participants has made any decisions, some cookies and HTML5 local storage
are set on their devices. Some of those cookies (e.g. Google Analytics) are not exempted from
the requirement to obtain previous informed consent.
This behaviour does not follow the recommendation 3 of the EDPS web services guidelines.
The default configuration (“Agree and proceed”) is to
accept all types of cookies which are classified as
advertising, web functional and required). To limit
the cookies to the required ones it is necessary to go
into the option “View Cookie Settings”.
This behaviour does not follow the recommendation 18 of the EDPS web services guidelines.
Google Analytics cookies are kept even if the participant limits the cookies to the required
ones.
Current EDPS account of the Zoom service is set up so only local recording is allowed.
Recording on the cloud service provided by Zoom is disabled.
Once the meeting has finished the service automatically starts the conversion of the collected
data into a set of five files containing the video, audio and chat data of the meeting.
Using the user interface we could not found any recording or chat message related to previous
test meetings.

Legal document assessment
This section contains a list of flaws detected on legal documents available at Zoom’s website.

Privacy Policy


The document does not make clear when Zoom acts as data controller or as data processor.
The policy states that “We may collect, either as Controller or Processor, the following
categories of Personal Data about you when you use or otherwise interact with our
Service:...” and “We collect and retain, generally as a Processor and in order to provide
the Services, Personal Data and other information you upload, provide, or create while
using the Service”



The EDPS should inform to all participants that, as the policy states: “All messages and
content you share in a meeting, including Personal Data about you or others, will be
available to all other participants in that meeting.”.



There is no information on the specific retention periods.



The policy states that "If you use a feature of the Products that allows for Recordings
(defined below), we collect information from you that you provide in connection with such
use and through such Recordings, to the extent you provide it to us. This information may
include Personal Data, if you provide us with Personal Data.". The policy further states that
"Any person and/or entity who makes a Recording of a meeting or webinar shall be the
data controller of that Recording, and Zoom will be the data processor with respect to the
Recording.". It is clear that Zoom processes personal data in and related to recordings for
their own purposes. They are not mere processor, but (joint) controllers for that processing.



Zoom products do not support Do Not Track requests, which means that they collect
information about visitors online activity both while they are using the Products and after
they leave Zoom’s websites.
This behaviour does not follow the recommendation 23 of the EDPS web services
guidelines.

Processing addedum


The Processing addendum refers to compliance with Directive 95/46 and the GDPR.



Use of sub-processors based outside of the EEA (mostly US), including in countries
without an adequacy decision. Incomplete list of sub-processors1 (e.g. Facebook, Google
Analytics, PayPal...). Incoherence between provisions on sub-processors in the Processing
addendum and the list of sub-processors, which limits the notification of the controller of
any new sub-processors "to the extent required under contractual agreement, along with
posting such updates here". This raises doubts on the compliance with Art. 29(2) of
Regulation 2018/1725 (and Art. 28(2) of the GDPR), is the controller has not signed the
Processing addendum with Zoom.



EXHIBIT A. (Details of Processing) to the Processing addendum is not in line with the
details provided for in the Privacy Policy document (e.g. types of personal data processed)



EXHIBIT B. (Standard Contractual Clauses) to the Processing addendum is not in line with
the details provided for in the Privacy Policy document (e.g. types of personal data
processed).

1

https://zoom.us/subprocessors



Section 6 (Transfers of Personal Data) does not prohibit onwards transfers of personal data
by the processor or sub-processors.



Paragraph 7.1. of the Processing addendum limits the notification of the Controller of data
subjects requests to the extent permitted by law. As the controller is the one ultimately
responsible for fulfilling all controller's obligations (ensuring information and other data
subject rights) and liable for any breach of those obligations. Therefore, in case the
processor received and responds to data subject requests, the controller should be notified
of the requests and the responses.



Paragraph 8.1. of the Processing addendum states that the processor shall provide the
controller with reasonable cooperation and assistance where necessary for Controller to
comply with its obligations under the GDPR to conduct a data protection impact assessment
and/or to demonstrate such compliance, provided that Controller does not otherwise have
access to the relevant information. The assessment of that is reasonable is left to the
processor. This limitation to what is reasonable is not in the GDPR (or Regulation
2018/1725).



Paragraph 8.2. of the Processing addendum states that the processor shall provide the
controller with reasonable cooperation and assistance with respect to Controller’s
cooperation and/or prior consultation with any Supervisory Authority, where necessary and
where required by the GDPR. The assessment of that is reasonable is left to the processor.
This limitation to what is reasonable is not in the GDPR (or Regulation 2018/1725).



Paragraph 8.4. of the Processing addendum limits the controller's right to audit only to once
per calendar year review of "copies of certifications or reports demonstrating Processor’s
compliance with prevailing data security standards applicable to the Processing of
Controller’s Personal Data".



According to paragraph 8.5 of the Processing addendum in the event of a Personal Data
Breach, Processor shall "… take such steps as Processor in its sole discretion deems
necessary and reasonable to remediate such violation (to the extent that remediation is
within Processor’s reasonable control)". Thus, even though the controller is responsible
for data breaches, it cannot give the processor any instruction on additional measures to
mitigate the data breach if it deems that the measures taken by the processor are not enough.
Paragraph 8.6. of the Processing addendum limits the cooperation and assistance to
controller only to what is reasonable. The assessment of that is reasonable is left to the
processor. This limitation to what is reasonable is not in the GDPR (or Regulation
2018/1725).

Cookie policy and consent management mechanism


From this document, it is clear that Zoom is collecting data for their own purposes (e.g. for
improving products and informing about Zoom's events and promotions and offers from
third parties, personalised marketing communications). This collection of data using
cookies and tracking technologies by Zoom and their third-party service providers is also
set out in the privacy policy.



There is no information on the duration of cookies and the retention period of the collected
data.

Terms of service


Section 3.c (Recordings) of the terms of service states that "You are responsible for
compliance will all recording laws. The host can choose to record Zoom meetings and
Webinars. By using the Services, you are giving Zoom consent to store recordings for any
or all Zoom meetings or webinars that you join, if such recordings are stored in our systems.
You will receive a notification (visual or otherwise) when recording is enabled. If you do
not consent to being recorded, you can choose to leave the meeting or webinar.". Use of
the Services is subject to Zoom's privacy policy. As privacy policy and other policies are
incorporated into the Terms of service, by consenting to recording host and meeting
participants are consenting to Zoom's processing of the personal data in and related to
recordings
for
their
own
purposes.
This can be mitigated by signing a separate written agreement with Zoom governing our
use of the service, since in line with paragraph 20.3 (General provisions) of the terms of
service such separate agreement would take precedence over Zoom's terms of service,
privacy policy etc.

